In #at cache-only memory architectures (COMA), an attraction-memory miss must "rst interrogate a directory before a copy of the requested data can be located, which often involves three network traversals. By keeping track of the identity of a potential holder of the copy-called a hintone network traversal can be saved which reduces the read penalty. We have evaluated the reduction of the read-miss penalty provided by hints using detailed architectural simulations and four benchmark applications. The results show that a previously proposed protocol using hints can actually make the read-miss penalty larger because when the hint is not correct, an extra network traversal is needed. This has motivated us to study a new protocol, using hints, that simultaneously sends a request to the potential holder and to the directory. This protocol reduces the read-miss penalty for all applications but the protocol complexity does not seem to justify the performance improvement.
INTRODUCTION
Cache-coherent non-uniform memory access (CC-NUMA) and cache-only memory architectures (COMA) are two emerging styles of building scalable shared-memory architectures. Examples of the former type include the Stanford DASH [1] and the MIT Alewife [2] , whereas the Data Diffusion Machine (DDM) [3, 4, 5] , the Minnesota DICE [6] , and Kendall Square Research's KSR1 [7] are examples of the latter type. Both styles use processing nodes that consist of processors, caches, and a portion of the distributed main memory, and can be based upon interconnection networks such as bus [6] , ring [7, 8] , mesh [9] , or even optical interconnects [10] . In contrast to CC-NUMA machines, main memory in COMA is converted into huge caches called attraction memories, which support replication of data not only across caches, but also across memories.
The main advantage of COMA as compared to CC-NUMA machines is that a vast majority of replacement cache-misses can be handled in the local attraction memory [9] and it therefore has a potential to handle the workload well [8] . However, to handle cache misses that cannot be carried out locally, a mechanism is needed that locates the node in which a copy of the memory block resides. DDM and KSR1-examples of hierarchical COMAs-use a hierarchical directory structure. Therefore, the process of locating a copy can include several directory look-ups. This is in contrast to the situation in CC-NUMA machines where a single directory look-up locates a copy.
COMA machines can also locate copies using a single directory look-up, as in CC-NUMA machines: this is the basic idea behind the #at COMA (COMA-F) proposal by Stenström et al. [9] . When a cache miss cannot be serviced by the local attraction memory, the miss request is sent to a directory which then forwards the request to an attraction memory that keeps a copy of the block. This attraction memory then returns the copy to the requesting node. While the whole transaction often includes three network traversals, two network traversals would suf"ce, if the requesting node knew where to retrieve a copy.
To be able to send the read-miss request directly to a holder of the block, one can associate an identi"er of the potential block holder-called a hint-with each attractionmemory block-frame. This concept was incorporated in a COMA-F protocol by Gupta et al. in [11] . If the hint is correct, the copy is retrieved in two network traversals but if the hint turns out to be wrong, the directory has to be interrogated. Since this costs the use of an extra network traversal, the hints must be correct in at least 50% of cases in order to reduce the read-miss penalty.
We evaluate in this paper the performance improvement using hints on a simulated #at COMA machine and four benchmark applications. While we evaluate the protocol using hints according to [11] , we "nd that the savings can be offset by the extra network traversals associated with unsuccessful hints. This motivates us to study a new protocol using hints that simultaneously send a request to the potential holder as well as to the directory; clearly, unsuccessful hints do not introduce extra miss process in this protocol. Although we "nd that this protocol cuts the readmiss penalty-in some case by 14%-the improvement is limited by the small fraction of misses that can use hints and the low success rate of hints.
In the next section, we review the process associated with read-misses in protocols for CC-NUMA and COMA machines, and Section 3 presents a new COMA protocol that uses hints to reduce the read-miss penalty. We present our architectural simulation results in Sections 4 and 5, and relate this study with other work concerning COMA in Section 6, before we conclude in Section 7.
CC-NUMA AND FLAT COMA PROTOCOLS
Penalties for memory operations, i.e. the number of cycles during which a processor is stalled while waiting for a memory operation to complete, are important to combat in shared-memory multiprocessors. While the penalty in servicing write operations can be eliminated by exploiting relaxed memory consistency models [12] , as we assume in this paper, penalties associated with read-misses-read-miss penalties-are much harder to attack.
Many techniques have been proposed to reduce read-miss penalties, including prefetching [13, 14, 15] and updatebased cache-coherence protocols [16, 17] . In this paper, we focus on penalty reduction and cost of COMA protocol optimizations as compared to CC-NUMA protocols. The framework for our comparison is the coherence protocol in DASH [1] and in the #at COMA protocol proposed by Gupta et al. [11] . Subsection 2.1 will introduce the differences between CC-NUMA and COMA architectures as a background for this work. In Subsections 2.2 and 2.3, we describe the CC-NUMA as well as COMA protocols that we assume in this paper. These descriptions provide an intuition as to how hints can make a #at COMA protocol perform better. We then review the original #at COMA protocol with hints in Subsection 2.4.
CC-NUMA and COMA architectures
The general structure of the CC-NUMA and COMA machines that we consider in this paper appears in Figure  1 . It consists of a number of processing nodes that each contains a processor, a private cache, and a portion of the main memory. The processing nodes are connected by a general interconnection network, for which the only requirement is that a request sent from one node to another always uses the same path (i.e. FIFO order is preserved).
The difference between a CC-NUMA and a COMA is the functionality of the memory modules. In a CC-NUMA, the data and instructions are statically placed page-wise at a physical address and memory module that is decided by the operating system [1] . At a global memory access, such as a cache miss, the physical address determines in which memory module and at which place in that memory module the requested data can be found (if not dirty in another processor's cache). In a cache-only memory architecture (COMA) the memory modules act as huge DRAM caches, so that if one processor accesses data that currently resides in another node, the memory block is not only inserted in the normal cache but also in the memory module of the requesting node [3] . The memory modules in a COMA are therefore referred to as attraction memories (AM). Since the attraction memories are so much larger than the normal cache, most capacity and con#ict misses in the cache can hopefully be serviced by the local memory instead of having to be sent to a remote node.
Since a memory block can reside in any (or multiple) attraction memories, the physical address is an identi"er rather than an actual pointer to where the block resides, and another mechanism has to be provided for "nding the data. In a bus-based COMA, such as the Minnesota DICE [6] or the DDM-Lite from SICS [18] , the sharedbus interconnect is an implicit broadcast and locating data becomes straightforward. The early scalable COMAs, the DDM [3] and KSR1 [7] , were examples of hierarchical COMAs, where the network used a hierarchical directory structure, either a hierarchy of buses (DDM) or rings (KSR1). At each level, each branch had a directory of all blocks contained in that branch, and based on the contents of these directories it was decided which branch should handle the memory request, or if the request had to propagate further up the hierarchy. In such a system, the process of locating a copy can include several directory look-ups. In [9] , it was shown that the delay caused by the hierarchical mechanism can offset the gains of the low replacementmiss process even if pages are randomly distributed in a CC-NUMA machine. This is in contrast to CC-NUMA machines, where a single directory look-up locates a copy.
To overcome this performance bottleneck, the #at COMA (COMA-F) protocol, as proposed by Stenström et al. in [9] , uses similar directories for each memory block as in a CC-NUMA with a directory-based cache-coherence protocol, except that these directories keep track of which attraction memory holds a copy of the block. The physical address is used to access the directory directly, just as it is used to "nd the page in the memory module in a CC-NUMA.To locate a memory block on a read request, the node sends a request to the directory of that block, which forwards the request to a node that keeps the block as indicated in the directory. Therefore, two network hops as well as one directory lookup are required to "nd the block, instead of one in a CC-NUMA (provided that the block is not dirty in a remote node).
The next two sections, Subsections 2.2 and 2.3, will describe all the details of the CC-NUMA and COMA-F protocols that we evaluate as being the two baselines in this paper. In [11] , Gupta et al. "rst outlined the use of hints for the requesting node to send the request speculatively to a node that is expected to have the block. When successful, the process of locating the block can be reduced to one network hop, but when unsuccessful, the protocol will increase the process with one network hop and a look-up in the attraction memory. The original hint-based protocol will be described in Subsection 2.4.
A CC-NUMA protocol
Data and code pages are initially mapped to the various memory modules in a CC-NUMA machine. The node in which a speci"c page is mapped is called the home node of that page and the memory blocks it contains.
Replication of memory blocks is only supported across the private caches, and consistency among cached memory blocks is maintained by a system-level write-invalidate protocol. The basic mechanism consists of a directory entry associated with each memory block that keeps track of which caches have copies using a presence-#ag vector. Moreover, the directory entry also encodes the state of the memory copy which can be Uncached, Shared, or Modified. Similarly, each cache copy can be in one of three states: Invalid, Shared, or Dirty.
Let us now recapitulate the cache read-miss transactions in the DASH protocol. (For more details, the reader is referred to [1] .) To simplify the discussion, we refer to the node in which the cache miss originates as the local node; a node other than the local node and the home node that is involved in the cache-miss transaction is referred to as a remote node.
If Local (L) is not the same as Home (H), a cache miss results in a global read-miss request (GRd) to Home. If the memory copy is Shared or Uncached, a copy is returned to Local. This read-miss transaction includes two network traversals (or hops) and is shown in Figure 2a . If the memory block is Modified, however, the copy must be retrieved from Remote (R) which keeps the only copy in state Dirty. This is done by sending an update request to Remote (Update in Figure 2b ). When Remote receives the request, it sends a fresh copy to Home (UMem) as well as to Local (Data). When Home receives the copy, the state of the memory block is changed to Shared. We note that when Local, Home, and Remote are different nodes, a readmiss transaction includes three hops, whereas if Home is either the same as Local or Remote, it requires fewer than three hops.
Whether a read-miss is serviced in zero, two, or three hops in CC-NUMA depends on (i) the location of Home with respect to Local and (ii) the state of the memory copy. First, if Local is the same as Home and if the memory copy is clean, i.e. in state Uncached or Shared, the readmiss can be serviced locally; if the memory block is in state Modified, the read-miss is serviced in two hops. Second, if Local is not the same as Home but the memory copy is clean, the read-miss is serviced in two hops, whereas if the memory copy is in state Modi"ed, three hops are needed. We note that if a page is mapped to Local, then all Local's misses to that page are serviced in at most two hops. Especially in the absence of invalidations, all misses are serviced locally.
The way CC-NUMA machines reduce the number of hops per cache read-miss is by a careful mapping of pages to nodes. This mapping strives to increase the likelihood of "nding the home node in the local node. Unfortunately, the absence of support for page replication limits this approach. This is why COMA machines have a potential for reducing the number of hops per cache read-miss by using hardware support for replication at the main-memory level.
A #at COMA protocol
In the COMA system we assume that coherence across the attraction memories is maintained by a system-level writeinvalidate protocol. Owing to the replication of memory blocks at the main-memory level, a vast majority of the cache replacement misses can be handled by the local AM [9] . On the other hand, cold misses to memory blocks belonging to pages mapped to other nodes and coherence misses must be handled remotely.
The #at COMA (COMA-F) as proposed by Stenström et al. in [9] uses a similar notion of a home node for each memory page as in CC-NUMA. Unlike CC-NUMA, however, a memory copy is not necessarily allocated in Home's AM even if it is clean. Instead, another dynamically assigned node-the master of the memory block-is responsible for a`master copy' of the block and will service all AM read-miss requests. Each directory entry consists of a pointer to the current master and a presence-#ag vector to keep track of memory copies. We next study the protocol for inter-node AM read-misses in the protocol proposed in [11] . As in Subsection 2.1, we refer to the requesting node as Local and the node that keeps the directory as Home. In addition, we refer to the node that keeps the master copy as the Master and any other node involved in an inter-node read-miss transaction as Remote. Each directory entry can be in one of two stable states, Exclusive or Shared, which indicate that there is exactly one or more than one memory copy in the system, respectively. Moreover, the directory state can also be in a transient state, Wait Invalidate, indicating that an ownership transaction is in progress.
A cache read-miss that cannot be serviced in the local AM results in a global read-miss request (GRd) which is sent to Home, as shown in Figure 3 . Home then forwards the request to Master (Forward) that returns a copy to Local (Data). Local "lls the AM as well as the private cache with the block. Home will not change the directory state (if it ever does) until it receives the transfer request from Master (Sharing in Figure 3 ).
Ownership transactions are handled according to Figure  4 . When Home receives an ownership request (GWr), it forwards it to Master (W Forward) and the state of the directory entry becomes Wait Invalidate. From now on, all incoming read-miss as well as ownership requests will be rejected and have to be retried. When Master receives the forward request, it returns a copy of the block to Local (WData) and noti"es Home (Transfer). When Home receives this message, the state becomes Exclusive and Local is deemed the new master. In parallel, Home issues invalidations to all sharers (called Remote in Figure 4 ) and sends a message to Local (WrAck). Local will receive all invalidation acknowledgments (IAck) as in the DASH protocol [1] .
While the transient state Wait Invalidate prevents a race condition if a global read-miss or another ownership request arrives at Home during an ownership transaction, other race conditions can occur. Assume that an ownership request arrives at Home during a global read-miss transaction when Home has sent Forward to Master (see Figure 3) . Since the network preserves FIFO order between any two nodes, Home will receive the Transfer message in the ownership transaction after it has received the Sharing message from Master which guarantees that the directory information cannot be obsolete. Another race can occur when Home subsequently issues invalidations to all sharers. It can so happen that Local receives an invalidation before Data in Figure 3 has arrived. This could result in a block "ll of inconsistent data. This problem is solved as in the DASH by retrying the read-miss transaction, once the Data message arrives.
Handling replacements of AM blocks is a challenge to COMA protocols that is not apparent in CC-NUMA protocols. While AM copies that are not master copies can simply be discarded, a new master has to be nominated if the master copy has to leave room for another copy. Strategies for doing this are beyond the scope of the paper. (The interested reader is referred to [9] .)
In summary, while a #at COMA is expected to have fewer global read-misses than CC-NUMA machines, global readmiss transactions often involve three hops when CC-NUMA machines involve two hops. This is because Home does not keep any memory copy in general; rather the current master has to provide it. In the next section we will study how COMA protocols can use the notion of a hint to avoid the detour of read-miss requests via Home.
Hints: avoiding three-hop misses
To be able to service a global AM read-miss transaction in two hops, Local could associate with each AM blockframe an identi"er-called a hint in [11] -of a potential master. If the hint is correct, a copy of the memory block can be retrieved in two hops. While the success rate of a hint depends on the heuristics used to guess who the current master is, we postpone the discussion of the usefulness of various hint heuristics to Subsection 3.2.
Let us review how the basic global read-miss transaction in Figure 3 can be changed to support hints. In Figure 5 , we show the read-miss transaction #ow when (a) the hint is successful and (b) when the hint is wrong. Unlike the #at COMA protocol with no hints, the read request is sent to the potential master (Guess). If the hint is correct, Master supplies Data and sends a sharing request (Sharing) to Home. Home updates the state of the directory entry as in the protocol with no hints. If the hint is wrong, however, the remote node that is no longer Master (R in Figure 5 ) forwards the read request to Home (Failure). Home then forwards the read request to the current Master as in the original protocol.
One could use the notion of hints for ownership requests as well. Although such transactions are sketched in [11] , we have not incorporated them in our simulated protocols. Instead, ownership requests are handled according to the transaction #ow of Figure 4 .
While successful hints can reduce the number of hops in global read-miss transactions by one, unsuccessful hints add another hop to the process; at least half the guesses must be successful to reduce the overall read-miss penalty. In the next section we study a new protocol extension that does not add an extra network hop when the hint is wrong.
A NEW FLAT COMA PROTOCOL USING HINTS
Instead of forwarding the read-miss request to Home, when the hint is wrong, Local could simultaneously send the read-miss request both to Home and the potential master. If the hint is correct, Home could drop the read-miss request. Conversely, if the hint is wrong, the incorrectly inferred master could discard it. This is the general idea of the new #at COMA hint protocol extension. We present in Subsection 3.1 the way in which the global read-miss transaction has to be changed for the new protocol. Then in Subsection 3.2 we discuss previously proposed hint heuristics as well as proposing a new one.
Protocol transactions
In Figure 6a , the #ow of a global read-miss transaction in the case of a successful hint is shown. A global read-miss request (GRd) is sent from Local to Home. This request carries the identity of the hint. Simultaneously, a Guess message is sent to a potential master (G in Figure 6a) . If G has a copy of the block, it will respond with Data to Local, and Home is noti"ed by the Success message so that it updates the directory state. Since the identity of the guessed master is contained in the GRd message sent to Home, Home can drop the message if G has a copy. The #ow of an unsuccessful global read-miss transaction is shown in Figure 6b . If Home notices that the potential master (denoted G in the "gure) does not have a copy according to the directory entry, it will forward the read request (R Forward) to the current Master which responds to the read request in the same manner as in the COMA protocols in Section 2. Therefore, an unsuccessful hint can be serviced in three hops, instead of four using the protocol in Subsection 2.4. Moreover, this protocol only requires G to have a copy and not a master copy. A complication arises if G sends a request to Home to give up its AM copy (replacement) and Home receives a global read-miss request before the replacement request from G has arrived at Home. Home would then conclude that the readmiss request is serviced by G and would drop the request. To solve this race condition, G sends a Failure message to Home if it has no copy. Home then services this request in the same way as a failure request in the original hint protocol in Subsection 2.4.
Hint heuristics
Two hint heuristics, called shared hints and invalid hints, have been proposed in [11] . Invalid hints consider the node that most recently invalidated the block as the Master, whereas shared hints consider the node that most recently provided a copy as the Master. To support hints, we note that the identity of the node that invalidated or supplied the block must be available in the invalidation requests or in the data replies. Moreover, shared hints associate with each AM block a log 2 N pointer, given N nodes; invalid hints can use the empty block frame because the block is invalid.
Invalid hints work well for applications in which data is supplied on a read-miss from the same node that invalidated the copy prior to the miss. This situation shows up in applications with producer-consumer data where the producer will both invalidate the data and subsequently provide it to a consumer. By contrast, in applications with migratory data [19] , a block will be typically invalidated by one node and subsequently supplied by another. Gupta et al. [11] studied the success rate of read-misses using invalid hints and found that it is less than 50% for applications where migratory data dominate; for applications with producer-consumer data, the success rate was high.
Shared hints in the terminology used by Gupta et al. [11] consider the latest node that provided the copy as the one that is the current Master. Gupta et al. [11] used shared hints only to optimize ownership transactions, but did not consider this method for optimizations of read-miss transactions, in contrast to what we do in this study. To achieve this, we let the latest node that provided the copy act as the next one to provide it. While this heuristic is expected to work well for producer-consumer data, as do invalid hints, it is also expected to work well for migratory data when a block always migrates among nodes in the same order. We note that the new protocol presented in this section is expected to perform better than the one in Section 2.4 because it does not introduce extra network hops when the hint is wrong. However, a successful hint requires an extra message-in essence the GRd message in Figure 6a . This will result in a higher traf"c than the original hint protocol in Section 2.4 which, as a secondary effect, can increase the read-miss penalty. Note, however, that the new protocol does not involve more messages in read-miss transactions as compared with the COMA protocol with no hints.
The usefulness of hints is dictated by (i) the fraction of misses that can use hints and (ii) the success rate of the hints. Whereas coherence misses can often use hints, we note that cold misses in general cannot be optimized because the hint heuristics discussed require that the block has been in the AM before.
SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
In order to study the performance improvement obtained by the COMA protocols in the previous sections, we have developed detailed architectural simulation models using the CacheMire Test Bench [20] , a program-driven simulation platform for shared-memory multiprocessors. A simulator consists of two parts: (i) a functional model of multiple SPARC processors driven by a parallel program and (ii) a memory-system simulator. The processors in the functional simulator are delayed according to the timing characteristics of the memory-system simulator. Thus, an interleaving of global memory references that conforms with the target system is maintained.
The detailed organization of the CC-NUMA and the COMA processing node models appears in Figure 7 . It consists of a SPARC processor connected to a 2 kbyte, write-through, and direct-mapped "rst-level cache (FLC in Figure 7 ). The write buffer of the FLC (denoted FLWB) is connected to a direct-mapped second-level cache (SLC). To focus on the relative performance of our CC-NUMA and COMA models, we vary the size of the SLC in the simulations. In the CC-NUMA model, the SLC is lockupfree and copy-back and connected through its request buffer directly to the local bus. The SLC is "lled from either the local memory module or from a memory module in another node. By contrast, in the COMA models, the SLC is write-through and interfaces directly to an in"nitely sized attraction memory (AM) which in turn is connected to the local bus through its request buffer (AMWB). The particular location of the AM is motivated by the fact that it has to be interrogated on each SLC miss. The block size in the FLC, in the SLC, as well as in the AM is 16 bytes. The FLWB contains eight entries and the SLWB and the AMWB both contain 16 entries. In all models, a memory module stores a presence-#ag vector for each memory block; in CC-NUMA, the data block for each memory block is also contained in this module. Regarding the timing parameters, the processors are clocked at 100 MHz (1 pclock = 10 ns). We handle all instruction and private data references as if they hit in the FLC. These references and all shared data references that hit in the FLC take 10 ns to service and do not stall the processor. The SLC access time is 30 ns and an access that misses in the FLC but hits in the SLC takes 6 pclocks (including 3 pclocks to "ll the FLC). The AMs in the COMA models and the fully-interleaved memory modules in the CC-NUMA model have an access time of 90 ns. The time for an FLC block "ll from the AM is 18 pclocks, whereas an FLC block "ll from the memory module takes 30 pclocks. The difference stems from the fact that the latter also includes two local bus accesses that each takes 60 ns. We simulate systems of 16 processing nodes interconnected by a single 4-by-4 wormhole routed synchronous mesh that is clocked at 100 MHz and with a #it size of 64 bits. A request requires two #its whereas a reply (containing data) requires six #its. It takes on average 12 pclocks and 16 pclocks to transfer a request and a reply from one node to another, respectively, in a con#ict-free system. However, we simulate contention in all parts of the machine.
The length of process involved in a global read-miss transaction depends on the initial mapping of pages among nodes. The allocation we assume maps the 4 kbyte pages to the nodes in a round-robin fashion; consecutive virtual pages end up in nodes with consecutive node numbers. On the other hand, the processes encountered by ownership transactions are completely hidden because we assume release consistency [21] and an aggressive lockup-free second-level cache design. Finally, synchronizations use queue-based locks and we allocate a single lock per memory block to avoid false sharing.
To evaluate the performance of the implemented protocols, four benchmark programs summarized in Table 1 are used. The programs are written in C, compiled with gcc (version 2.1) with optimization level -O2, using ANL macros [22] to express parallelism. Three of the applications (MP3D, Water, and Cholesky) are part of the SPLASH suite [23] and the fourth application-the multigrid version of Ocean-has been provided to us by Stanford University. MP3D uses 10 K particles for 10 time steps. Cholesky was run using the bcsstk14 benchmark matrix. Water uses 288 molecules for 4 time steps, and Ocean works on a 128 × 128 grid with tolerance 10 −7 . All statistics are gathered in the parallel sections.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We "rst study the relative performance of the various protocols by looking at the effects on the execution time in Subsection 5.1. Then in Subsection 5.2 we focus on the ef"ciency with which the protocol extensions using hints reduce the average number of network hops for read-miss transactions. Finally in Subsection 5.3 we study to what extent the COMA protocols with hints affect the network traf"c.
Effects on the execution time
The experimental evaluation considers "ve systems. We "rst compare the performance of the CC-NUMA protocol according to Subsection 2.2 (denoted NUM) with the #at COMA protocol according to Subsection 2.3 with no hints (denoted COM). The execution times for the four applications on top of these systems appear in Figure  8 normalized to the execution time of COM. For each application, we consider three SLC cache sizes: 4, 16 and 64 kbytes. To "nd the fraction of the execution time that stems from handling cache misses and synchronizations, we have decomposed each execution-time bar into three sections: the bottom-most section is the busy time, the middle section is the read-miss penalty, and the top-most section is the time spent waiting for a lock to be granted. (The time waiting for writes to perform is eliminated because we assume release consistency [21] .)
Comparing CC-NUMA with COMA, using no hints with 4 kbyte caches "rst, we see that the execution time for CC-NUMA is between 13% (MP3D) and 100% (Ocean) longer than COMA; this stems from the relative number of cold, coherence, and replacement misses in the applications. Whereas all replacement misses can be handled locally in the COMA model (we assume in"nite AMs), most replacement misses result in global read-miss transactions in CC-NUMA. In Table 2 , the miss rates for each application decomposed into cold, coherence and replacement misses, are shown. In Ocean and Cholesky, the replacement-miss component dominates the total miss rate which explains why COMA performs signi"cantly better than CC-NUMA for these applications. By contrast, the difference in performance between CC-NUMA and COMA is smaller for MP3D where coherence misses dominate. As we consider larger SLCs, the difference between CC-NUMA and COMA vanishes, as we can see in Figure 8 for the 64 kbyte SLC systems. These results are consistent with [9] .
We next consider the three COMA protocols using hints. ORI refers to the original COMA protocol that involves an extra network hop if the hint turns out to be wrong in Subsection 2.4, and that uses the shared hint heuristic according to Subsection 3.2. We do not consider the invalid hint heuristic for this protocol because of the low success rate and because of the devastating effect wrong hints have on the performance of this protocol. We also simulate the new COMA protocol in Section 3 using invalid hints (INV) and shared hints (SHA).
Starting with the original protocol using hints (ORI) and using systems with 64 kbyte second-level caches, we see in Figure 8 that ORI does better than the COMA protocol with no hints (COM) only for Ocean, where the execution time is 6% shorter. Ocean contains producer-consumer data as a result of nearest neighbour communication in the multigrid solver. Therefore, shared hints have a high success rate. For the other applications, ORI exhibits mixed results; while the execution time for Water is virtually unaffected, ORI does worse than COM for MP3D and Cholesky. The fact that the execution time is between 2 and 5% longer for these applications as compared to COMA with no hints suggests that the success rate is less than 50%. Migratory data dominates in MP3D and Cholesky. The fact that ORI shows poor performance indicates that data does not migrate among nodes in the same order, which would be bene"cial for shared hints. Continuing with the new protocols using shared (SHA) and invalid (INV) hints, we see that they perform somewhat better than the COMA protocol with no hints in some cases, but never worse. This is due to the fact that they do not introduce extra processing for unsuccessful hints. Both hint heuristics do best for Ocean because of its producer-consumer data dominance, although SHA does best. Although it is dif"cult to determine from Figure 8 , SHA manages to cut the read-miss penalty in COMA with no hints by 14%. The reason why SHA is better than INV is that SHA can also shortcut misses to migratory data when the latest supplier of the data block on a miss is the same as the current one. This happens in Ocean for the barrier counter that is read and written by all processors in turn. Due to the deterministic order in which locks are granted by the queue-based lock mechanism, barrier counters tend to migrate among nodes in the same order, giving SHA an advantage over INV. This also explains why we see a shorter synchronization stall time for SHA than INV in Ocean.
Overall, although the new protocol with shared hints performs better than the original protocol with shared hints for all applications, the performance improvement over COMA without hints is signi"cant for Ocean only. In the next two sections, we will analyse in detail the reasons for the modest improvements of hints.
Effects on the number of network hops
To analyse how successfully the new protocols using hints reduce the number of network hops, we counted the average number of hops needed to carry out each read-miss transaction using hints.
Depending on the location of Local, Home, Master, and
Remote with respect to each other, read-miss transactions could be serviced in two network hops with the original COMA protocol with no hints. To separate out the success hints in cutting the number of network hops, we charge a network hop for all requests in a read-miss transaction even if the source and the destination is the same node. For example, if Local and Home refer to the same node, we charge a network hop for the global read-miss request (GRd) in Figure 3 . Therefore, the average number of hops for coherence misses in the original COMA protocol with no hints is three. In Figure 9 , we show the average number of network hops needed for misses using hints on top of each bar for the three COMA protocols. Considering the original protocol using hints (ORI) "rst, we note that it requires 3.53, 3.15, and 3.68 hops for MP3D, Water, and Cholesky, respectively; more hops are needed than in the protocol without hints. To understand why this is the case, we also show in Figure 9 the fraction of misses using hints that require two, three, and four hops. While we also record the miss transactions that have to be retried due to other pending coherence actions on a block, such transactions contribute marginally to the statistics. From the distribution, we clearly see that a majority of the misses in ORI need four hops. These four-hop miss transactions stem from unsuccessful hints. Because of the apparent low success rate of hints, ORI does worse than the COMA protocol with no hints for MP3D and Cholesky. The read-miss penalty in Water is a small fraction of the overall execution time; hence unsuccessful hints have a marginal effect.
Looking at the new protocols using hints (SHA and INV), we see that the average number of hops is lower than three for all applications. Speci"cally, virtually all four- hop misses have been wiped out because a miss request exploiting hints is sent simultaneously to the potential master as well as to Home in these protocols. Unfortunately, because of the low success rate of hints, most misses still need three hops in all applications except Ocean, which is why we see modest improvements in the execution times. Another important observation is that shared hints do consistently better than invalid hints for all applications; the fraction of two-hop misses is higher in ORI and SHA than in INV.
Effects on network traf"c
One negative effect of the new hint protocols as compared to the original hint protocol is the extra message needed for each read-miss transaction. These messages increase traf"c and could increase the contention, which as a secondary effect could affect the read-miss penalty. To study whether this is a signi"cant effect, we "rst measured the average bandwidth needed, measured in Mbytes per second, for each application, which we show in Figure 10 for the COMA protocol with no hints. We see that MP3D requires more than twice the bandwidth of the other applications. It appears that MP3D and Cholesky are the only applications in which the network could saturate. In Figure 11 we show the total network traf"c for each application and for the different protocols with hints, normalized to the traf"c of the COMA with no hints assuming 4 kbyte SLCs. Whereas the original protocol using hints (ORI) requires at most 6% more traf"c than the protocol with no hints, the new protocols using hints do not require signi"cantly more traf"c. The only case where the traf"c becomes signi"cantly higher is for the Water application under the INV protocol. Fortunately, Water needs considerably less bandwidth than the other applications as we see in Figure 10 , so the extra traf"c is not an important issue.
Comparing the traf"c of ORI and SHA, we see that the difference is typically less than 10%, indicating that the traf"c increase due to extra messages sent in SHA protocols is negligible compared to the traf"c caused by other coherence messages. Finally, if we compare the traf"c caused by INV and SHA, we see that SHA does better thanks to its higher success rate for hints.
RELATED WORK ON CACHE-ONLY MEMORY ARCHITECTURES
Much work has been devoted to COMAs over recent years, especially concerning the complexity of the cache protocol which is believed to be larger than that of a standard CC-NUMA. In particular, the replacement of blocks from an attraction memory causes additional complexity, since there is no home memory for the block. Instead, if there are no other copies of the block, that block has to be relocated to another attraction memory [24] . In [25] , Saulsbury et al. propose a COMA protocol which relieves the burden of replacement from the hardware-the Simple COMA. The allocation in the attraction memory is organized on a page granularity and managed by system software, although cache coherence is maintained by hardware on a cacheblock granularity. The "rst time a page is accessed by a node there will be a page-fault, even if the page is already allocated on another node. The system software will allocate a page frame in the attraction memory, and take care of the relocation of an earlier page if needed, but only fetch data from the requested block. Blocks other than that initially requested in the new page will be marked invalid. For write requests as well as readmisses to pages allocated in the attraction memory, the hardware will locate other copies and maintain consistency. Since the address in AM is a local address, and the same page can have a completely different address in the AM of another node, there is a SRAM mapping table that translates the local address to a global identi"er that can provide information of where to "nd a master copy of the block. This means that the issue of locating a block of the COMA protocols in this paper does not apply. There are, however, two major drawbacks incurred by this software support: (i) the intervention of system software when the page frame is not in the attraction memory increases the average length of processing, and (ii) the page-granularity of space allocation in the attraction memory can lead to severe internal fragmentation problems and increase the number of AM replacements for applications with sparse data sets. In [26] , Falsa" and Wood target these problems by proposing Reactive-NUMA, a protocol that dynamically switches between CC-NUMA and Simple-COMA on a page granularity. The advantages of COMA come from caching the current working set in the attraction memories. In [27] , Zhang and Torrellas evaluate how effectively a DRAM-based remote cache (cache for remote accesses), added to the node in a CC-NUMA, could serve the same purpose. The CC-NUMA with remote caches would be a simpler solution, since the problems of locating memory blocks, as well as replacement, of COMA would not apply. However, for applications with much migratory sharing, i.e. in which shared blocks are accessed in a read-modify-write fashion by one processor at a time, a COMA would perform better because of a more ef"cient memory usage.
COMA multiprocessors smoothly support replication of memory blocks directly in the cache-coherence protocol, as opposed to UMA or NUMA where the translation into a physical address binds the block into only one speci"c memory location (not including SRAM cache memory). Therefore, COMAs might provide a new approach for fault-tolerant shared-memory multiprocessors that tolerate memory and/or complete node failures by dynamically keeping multiple, distributed copies of memory blocks updated, which is the approach taken by Morin et al. [28] . They propose extensions to the same COMA-F protocol that we assume in this paper, and all extensions we evaluate for the COMA-F are equally applicable to their protocol for a fault-tolerant COMA.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Flat COMA protocols manage to remove global readmiss transactions for replacement cache misses because of the attraction memories which act as huge main-memory caches. Unfortunately, other miss types such as coherence misses may involve as many as three network traversals because the directory must be interrogated before a copy can be located. In this paper, we have studied how COMA protocols can use hints to "nd the node that keeps a copy, without interrogating the directory. This can cut the number of network traversals by one. The "rst contribution is a new protocol for using hints that does not introduce extra network traversals if the hint is wrong. Secondly, we propose a new hint heuristic that considers the last node that provided the copy as the one that is going to provide a copy when the next attraction-memory read-miss is encountered.
We evaluate these new protocols and compare their performances with previously proposed COMA protocols using detailed architectural simulations and four applications. Our new protocol with the enhanced hint heuristic performs better than previous COMA protocols, and the read-miss penalty is improved by 14% for one out of the four applications. For the other three applications, however, the improvement is marginal. The reasons for this are the low fraction of read-misses that can use hints and the low success rate of the hint heuristic. While the hint heuristics seem successful for producer-consumer data, they perform poorly under migratory sharing which seems especially hard to deal with. In addition, since a protocol that exploits hints is more tricky and because it also needs some extra state in terms of storage for the identity of a potential holder of a copy, we feel that the improvement in performance that hints can provide does not justify the cost.
